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individual the Legation canary in a highly decorated and
expensive cage, was entrusted. The bird remained aggressively
silent.
Again Yang was consulted.    This time his explanation was
long but convincing.    He made it quite clear that no self-
respecting canary could support so degraded a companion.   He
begged his  Excellency to  call  to  mind that this  particular
" canally " was a diplomatic bird, residing in a Legation with
real foreign sentries on guard at the door ;  that it had been in
contact with the highest society ; and that so far from its walks
inducing it to sing, utter shame at being seen in such company
would render it voiceless for ever.   " And the remedy ? " asked
the Minister.    " The lemedy ? " repeated Yang—a new com-
panion worthy of his charge, an educated   Chinese of good
standing and literary attainments, who could quote Confucius
and discuss the classics, who would associate with decent people
and not frequent, as the degraded coolie did, low tea-houses,
where the poor bird's ears were shocked with ribald conversation
in the worst possible taste.    In short a custodian worthy of his
charge, dressed respectably in blue silk, who would drink his
tea at the most refined resorts and among the best people—a
gentleman and a scholar.    Otherwise the  " canally " would
pine and die.
The Minister, of course, did not dare to gainsay the head boy,
on whose knowledge and advice on every subject he was so
largely dependent for the success of his career. He promptly
ordered the engagement of such a paragon at an almost un-
precedented wage, in addition to an allowance for tea and a
complete outfit of blue silk clothes.
After three days the canary began to chirp. In a week it out-
sang all the canaries of Peking in unceasing, throbbing, heavenly
melody. Visitors to the Minister found his Excellency seated
enrapt, his finger raised to enjoin silence. But he did not know
that it was Yang, the head-boy himself, who, in new silk clothes,
took the canary on its promenades.
There is no end to the wiles of the Chinese servant as the
following story will show.
When Yang Wen Tsung's father was dying he besought his
eldest son to venerate his ancestors and to keep the family
united, and Yang Wen Tsung has done both. The age of
twenty-five found him the very competent and respected head
servant of the newly arrived Secretary of the	Legation at

